Physics Destinations 2014-16*

Job titles included:
- Audit Associate
- Graduate Systems Engineer
- Risk Analytics Consultant
- Trainee Clinical Scientist
- Trainee Software Developer

Employers included:
- JHC Systems
- KPMG
- NHS Highland

Courses included:
- MSc High Performance Computing
- MSc Medical Physics
- MSc Nuclear Technology
- MSc Photonics and Optoelectronics
- MSc Theoretical Physics
- PGDE Secondary Education (Physics with Science)
- PhD Atomic Physics
- PhD Particle Physics

* This chart includes destinations of honours graduates in the following degree subjects: BSc Physics, BSc Physical Sciences, MA Natural Philosophy, and joint BSc degrees with Geology and Mathematics.
Physics Destinations 2013-15*

Job titles included:
- IT Management Consultant
- Project Engineer
- Risk Analytics Consultant
- SAS Consultant
- Trainee Clinical Scientist

Employers included:
- Atmos International
- Deloitte
- Durham University

Courses included:
- MSc Geophysics
- MSc Medical Physics
- MSc Renewable Energy Engineering
- PGDE (Secondary) Physics with Science
- PhD Astrophysics
- PhD Particle Physics
- PhD with Integrated Studies in Gas Turbine Applications

* This chart includes destinations of honours graduates in the following degree subjects: BSc Physics, BSc Physical Sciences, MA Natural Philosophy and BSc joint degrees with Geology, Hispanic Studies and Mathematics.
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